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“For
the
secret
of
human
existence
lies
not
only
in
living, but in knowing what to
live for.”
Fiódor Dostoioevski
Welcome to your Ghatto G1 space. Don’t have hurry, take
it easy, we are here to be happy.

We want throughout these pages, to draw the why we do
what we do, and we´re going to do it with you,
because although you don’t know, Ghatto has already
chosen you.

The
evolution
of
E n g i n e e r i n g .
T h e
simplicity of efficiency.

Ghatto´s powertrain makes it possible for the G1
to be a motorcycle with máximum performance
that makes it a more than a winner compared to
its direct competition with petrol engines.
No hassle, the power unit and the energy
accumulator, designed and assembled by Ghatto.
In Ghatto, unlike the hundreds of pieces that move in the petrol engine, we only move one, the
rotor. No complex repairs, no costly refills and
difficult processes.

Accelerate from 0 to 100 km/h in 3 seconds, put
it at full speed in the circuit, we have designed it
so that you cannot finish it

“Beauty does not look, it ´s
looked.”
Albert Einstein

Contemplate it, you may not be able to stop. Ghatto
G1 has been created from passion. Create as not to
have to do it again, that is the meaning of design, the
meaning of perfection.
Aerodynamics that merges between its majestic materials. ACFS is the acronym for the result of mixing
Aluminum, Carbon Fiber and Steel. Sporty and
ergonomic design, so that the day to day is not
incompatible with a radical use in circuit.
Material technology that derives from the
commitment of the factory acquired over the years
in the most demanding industrial sectors such as
aeronautics and high competition.

“Only lacks the time
who does not know how
to take advantage of it ”
Jovellanos
Let no one take away the most asset we have,
time.
With 300 kilometers of autonomy, turn your
rest into energy. Recharge your G1 from home,
every time you go to sleep, and wake up with
the freedom to go where the heart determines.
Do you know where to find an electric station?
We will give you a clue ... where there is a
plug.If you can charge a mobile phone, you can
recharge a Ghatto.
We will not steal time, that´s never. You can
also charge your G1 in less than 2 hours with
the fast chargers and the type 2 jack that we
have incorporated.

“ A n y
t e c h n o l o g y
Sufficiently
better
indistinguishable from the
Magic.” Arthur C. Clarke
Magic is to achieve extraordinary things with the
help of beings, forces or objects.
In Ghatto we believe in magic, in the charm of
making the impossible possible. In magic and also
in illusion, the same illusion that wakes up each
morning each of our bikes, in the smile of each boy
and girl who dreams of growing to have it and
enjoy it.
We believe in magic and that´s why we became a
wand, so that with us you can give it the most
appropriate use. Let Ghatto technology and
Engineering do the rest.

Blockchain
An almost magical word. You can choose to have
your own virtual notary. Use the blockchain to
guarantee all the measurables of the motorcycle.
LCD screen, trunk for
keychain, interchangeable
can guarantee that today,
technological MaxiScotoer
.

two helmets, virtual
motor maps, IMU. We
Ghatto G1 is the most
on the market.

Nuestra Propuesta de Valor

Blockchain
technology.
Guaranteeing
all
the
measurables
of
the
motorcycle
Rapid
charging
type
2
t o g e t h e r
w i t h
conventional charger
.
Design
that
combines
sportsmanship, aerodynamics
and urban use. Capacity for
2 helmets

Lithium
batteries.
kW of energy

Until

14

BLDC Brushless motor
with up to 600nm of
torque by wheel.
Acceleration up to
3 seconds

Noble components.
cast
aluminum
machining

Steel,
and

Range
Max Speed

300 Km*
150 km

Acceleraration 0-100 Km/h

3s

Start/Stop

Smarphone

Performance:
Max Torque (Wheel)
Rpm
Transmission
Gear Ratio

600 N m
8000 Rpm
Correa y Poleas
5:1

Chassis:
Self-Supporting.
Front-Subchassis
Reat Subchasis
Swingarm

Aluminum Casting
Steel pipes
Steel pipes
Machined Aluminum

Wheels:
Front
Rear

120 70 R15
160 60 R15

Size:
Length
Width
Height
DBA

22005mm
690 mm
1420 mm
1525 mm

Weight

170 Kg

Trunk
*All the data sheet should be certificate by official organism

Trunk

2 Cascos integrales
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